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For a Markov operator on Teichmu ller space commuting with the action of the
mapping class group we prove convergence of sample paths of the associated
Markov chain in the Thurston compactification and show that the Poisson bound-
ary of the Markov operator can be identified with the space of projective measured
foliations. The approach consists in using the authors’ results on the Poisson
boundary of the mapping class group in combination with a discretization proce-
dure based on a Harnack inequality for Markov operators on Teichmu ller space.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Statement of Principal Results
Teichmu ller space Tg , i.e., the space of all conformal structures on a
closed surface M of genus g2, plays a fundamental role in topology and
complex analysis. It can be considered as a ‘‘higher genus analogue’’ of
the hyperbolic plane H2 which arises in the genus 1 case as the space of elliptic
curves. Teichmu ller space is endowed with a discontinuous action of the
mapping class group 1=Mod(g)=Diff+(M)Diff0(M) (which is just
SL(2, Z) for g=1). Thurston constructed a 1-compactification of Tg whose
boundary is the space of projective measured foliations PMF.
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The aim of the present paper is to obtain an integral representation
formula for bounded harmonic functions on Teichmu ller space in terms of
their boundary values on PMF. We do it by identifying the Poisson
boundary of invariant Markov operators on Tg with the space PMF.
Returning to the analogy with the hyperbolic plane (genus 1 case) one
may recall that the classic Poisson formula establishes an isometry between
the Banach space of bounded harmonic functions on the hyperbolic plane
H2 (or, on the Poincare disk) and the Banach space of bounded measur-
able functions on the circle at infinity H2 (i.e., on the boundary circle of
the Poincare disk). The Poisson formula can be written as
f (x)=( f , &x) , (1.1)
where f is a bounded harmonic function, f is the corresponding bounded
measurable function on H2, and [&x] is the family of (probability) har-
monic measures on H2 associated with points x # H2 (all measures &x
belong to the Lebesgue measure type).
The most general setup for talking about harmonic functions is that of
Markov operators, e.g., see [Re, Ka3]. Given a family of probability
measures ?x on Teichmu ller space indexed (in a measurable way) by points
x # Tg , we say that a function f is harmonic if it satisfies the mean value
property f (x)=( f, ?x) for any x # Tg . In other words, we consider a
Markov chain on Tg with transition probabilities ?x , and say that a function
f is P-harmonic if it is an invariant function of the corresponding Markov
operator Pf (x)=( f, ?x). In our situation it is natural to assume that the
family ?x is invariant with respect to the mapping class group, i.e.,
?gx= g?x for any g # 1 and x # Tg .
Now we are looking for a measure space (B, &) endowed with a measure
type preserving action of 1 and for a family of probability measures &x on
B equivalent to & such that the Poisson formula (1.1) is an isometry
between the space H(Tg , P) of bounded P-harmonic functions and the
space L(B, &). Necessary (but not sufficient!) conditions for that are
equivariance of the map x [ &x with respect to the action of 1 and the
stationarity condition &x= &yd?x( y) \x # Tg . Under natural assumptions
on the transition probabilities of the operator P such a space always exists,
is unique (up to an isomorphism), and is called the Poisson boundary of the
operator P [Ka3], [Ka5]. However, this space is defined in rather
abstract terms, and our task is to identify the abstract Poisson boundary
with the geometric Thurston boundary of Teichmu ller space. In order to
do that we have to impose on the operator P additional conditions
(P1)(P4) (see Section 2). Further, we have to assume that the quotient
Markov operator P on the moduli space Mg=Tg 1 has some recurrence
properties (which is natural, because in a sense the mapping class group
can be considered as a ‘‘lattice’’ in Teichmu ller space).
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The main results of the paper are
Theorem 4.1. Let P be a 1-invariant Markov operator on Tg satisfying
conditions (P1)(P4). If the quotient operator P is Harris recurrent, then
there exists a unique family of probability measures *x , x # Tg on PMF
such that *#x=#*x for all # # 1 and x # Tg , and *x= *y d?x( y) for all
x # Tg . The measures *x are pairwise equivalent and concentrated on the set
of uniquely ergodic foliations UE/PMF.
Theorem 4.3. If, further, the quotient operator P is positively Harris
recurrent (i.e., the unique P -stationary measure on Mg is finite), then for any
starting point x # Tg a.e. sample path of the Markov chain determined by the
operator P converges to a point of UE in the topology of the Thurston com-
pactification of Tg , the corresponding limit distribution coincides with the
measure *x from Theorem 4.1, and the space PMF with the system of prob-
ability measures *x is isomorphic to the Poisson boundary of the operator P.
Here UE/PMF is the set of uniquely ergodic minimal measured foliations.
In particular, conditions of Theorem 4.3 are satisfied for a class of
geodesic random walks on Tg (Theorem 4.5).
These results show that the Thurston boundary can be considered as ‘‘the
maximal boundary’’ of Teichmu ller space from a measure theoretical point of
view.
The rest of this Section is devoted to more detailed definitions and
explanations of the methods used in the present article. In Section 2 we
establish a Harnack inequality for Markov operators on Teichmu ller space,
which is then used for discretization of these operators (Section 3). The
main results are proven in Section 4.
1.2. Teichmu ller Space
Teichmu ller space Tg is the space of all conformal structures on a closed
surface M of genus g2 modulo the following equivalence relation: two
structures are equivalent if there is a conformal homeomorphism between
them, homotopic to the identity. It is endowed with the Teichmu ller metric
dT (x, y)= 12 log inf
h
K(h),
where the infimum is taken over all quasiconformal maps h: x  y
homotopic to the identity, and K(h) is the maximal dilatation of h.
Teichmu ller space has a natural smooth structure of dimension 6g&6, and
the metric dT is a Finsler metric on Tg . For any two points x, y # Tg there
exists a unique geodesic segment (with respect to the metric dT) joining x
and y (e.g., see [Ga]).
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Let Diff0(M) and Diff+(M) be the group of all diffeomorphisms of M
homotopic to the identity and the group of all orientation preserving dif-
feomorphisms of M, respectively. The mapping class group 1=Mod(g)=
Diff+(M)Diff0(M) is finitely generated, it naturally acts on Tg by
isometries, and this action is properly discontinuous. The stabilizer
Stab x/1 of a point x # Tg corresponds to a group of conformal self-map-
pings of the surface, so that card Stab x84(g&1) for all x # Tg by
Hurwitz’ Theorem [FK, p. 242]. For each such group, the set of fixed
points is a lower dimensional Teichmu ller space [Ga, p. 151], and there
are only countably many such finite groups. Thus, in the case g>2 points
with non-trivial stabilizers lie on a countable union of positive codimension
subvarieties in Tg . In the case g=2 the situation is somewhat different as
there is the hyperelliptic involution #0 # 1 which fixes every point in T2 ,
so that [e, #0] is a 2-element normal subgroup of 1. However, the quo-
tient group 1 $=1[e, #0] acts on T2 , and points with non-trivial stabi-
lizers in 1 $ lie on a countable union of positive codimension subvarieties
in T2 .
Let S be the set of homotopy classes of homotopically non-trivial simple
closed curves on M given the discrete topology. Denote by RS+ the space
of non-negative functions on S with the product topology, and by PRS+
the corresponding (compact) projective space. The map : [ i( } , :), where
i(:, ;) is the geometric intersection number of two classes :, ; # S, i.e., the
minimal number of intersections of any two their representatives, deter-
mines an embedding of S into RS+ which projects to an embedding of S
into PRS+ . The closure of the set [r:, r0, : # S] in R
S
+ is denoted by
MF, and the closure of the embedding of S into PRS+ (i.e., the quotient
of MF with respect to the multiplicative action of R+) is denoted by
PMF. Points from PMF are identified with projective measured folia-
tions on M. Topologically PMF is a sphere of dimension 6g&7.
The intersection number i( } , } ) extends to a bi-homogeneous continuous
function on MF_MF. So, given two projective measured foliations
F1 , F2 # PMF, we can say whether their ‘‘projective intersection number’’
is zero or non-zero and use the notations i(F1 , F2)=0 and i(F1 , F2)>0,
respectively. A projective measured foliation F # PMF is called minimal if
i(F, :)>0 for any : # S, and it is called uniquely ergodic if it is minimal
and i(F, G)=0 only when G=F in PMF. Denote by MIN and UE the
corresponding subsets of PMF.
The map x [ i(x, } ) # RS+ , where now i(x, :), : # S is the length with
respect to the hyperbolic Riemannian structure determined by x of the
(unique) geodesic from the class :, defines an embedding of Tg into RS+
which projects to a 1-equivariant embedding of Tg into PRS+ whose
boundary is PMF. The resulting compactification is called the Thurston
compactification of Teichmu ller space [FLP, Th].
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1.3. The Poisson Boundary of the Mapping Class Group
As our final goal is to describe the Poisson boundary of 1-invariant
Markov operators on Teichmu ller space, we first consider the simplest
possible class of such operators, namely, Markov operators corresponding
to random walks on the mapping class group 1. Actually, our method of
describing the Poisson boundary consists in passing from a general
1-invariant operator on Teichmu ller space to an appropriate random walk
on 1 and using then the results from [KM] on the Poisson boundary of
random walks on 1. Therefore, we are following the same scheme as the
one used by Ballmann and Ledrappier [BL] for identifying the Poisson
boundary of rank one Cartan-Hadamard manifolds.
Let G be a countable group, and +a probability measure on G. The
random walk on G determined by the measure + is the Markov chain on
G with the transition probabilities
p(g, h)=+(g&1h)
invariant with respect to the left action of the group G on itself. Thus, the
position gn of the random walk at time n is obtained from its position g0
at time 0 by multiplying by independent +-distributed increments #i :
gn= g0 #1#2 } } } #n .
Denote by P the probability measure in the space GZ+ of the sample
paths g=[gn], n0 which corresponds to the initial distribution concen-
trated at the identity (i.e., g0=e). The one-dimensional distribution of P at
time n (i.e., the distribution of gn) is the n-fold convolution +n of the
measure +. [Recall that the convolution +1 V +2 of two probability
measures +1 , +2 on G is defined as the image of the product measure
+1 _+2 under the map (g1 , g2) [ g1g2 .]
The Markov operator P+ of the random walk (G, +) (i.e., the operator of
averaging with respect to the transition probabilities of the random walk) is
P+ f (g)=:
h
p(g, h) f (h)=:
#
+(#) f (g#).
A function f is called +-harmonic if P+ f = f. By H(G, +) we denote the
Banach space of bounded +-harmonic functions on G with the sup-norm.
Suppose for a moment that the group G is embedded into a topological
G-space B, and P-a.e. sample path g=[gn] converges to a limit g=
?(g) # B. Then the harmonic measure *=?(P) is +-stationary in the sense
that
+*=: +(g) g*=*,
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and the Poisson formula
f (g)=( f , g*) (1.2)
determines an isometric embedding f [ f of the space L(B, *) into
H(G, +). When is this embedding a bijection? That is, when can every
bounded harmonic function be represented as a Poisson integral (1.2) over
the space (B, *)?
Topology on the space B is, in fact, irrelevant, and the only thing one
needs from a measure preserving map ?: (GZ+, P)  (B, *) in order to have
the embedding (1.2) is its measurability with respect to the equivalence
relation
gtg$  _k, k$0: T kg=T k$g$,
where (Tg)n= gn+1 is the time shift in the path space GZ+. Note that the
shift T does not preserve the measure P, nor its type. However, the measure
P% corresponding to an initial distribution % with supp %=G is quasi-
invariant with respect to T.
The quotient measure space (P+ , &) of the path space (GZ+, P) with
respect to the measurable envelope of the equivalence relation t (i.e., the
space of ergodic components of the shift T ) is called the Poisson boundary
of the pair (G, +). The Poisson boundary is endowed with an action of the
group G, and the harmonic measure & is +-stationary with respect to this
action. The Poisson formula (1.1) is an isometric isomorphism of the
spaces H (G, +) and L(1, &) [Ka3]. See [KV, Ka6] for interrelations
between triviality of the Poisson boundary and algebraic properties of the
group.
Any G-space which is a t-measurable image of the path space is the
quotient of the Poisson boundary with respect to a certain G-invariant
measurable partition. Such quotients are called +-boundaries. By definition,
the Poisson boundary is the maximal +-boundary. Thus, the problem of
describing the Poisson boundary of a random walk (G, +) consists of two
parts:
(1) to find (in geometric or combinatorial terms) a +-boundary
(B, *);
(2) to show that this +-boundary is maximal.
In other words, first one has to exhibit a certain system of invariants of
stochastically significant behavior of sample paths at infinity, and then to
show completeness of this system, see [Ka6, Ka7].
In our previous paper [KM] we have solved this problem for the map-
ping class group by proving, in particular, the following result:
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Theorem A. If + is a probability measure on the mapping class group 1
such that the group generated by its support coincides with 1, then there
exists a unique +-stationary probability measure & on the space PMF. The
measure & is purely non-atomic and concentrated on the subset UE/PMF
of uniquely ergodic foliations, and the measure space (UE, &) is a +-bound-
ary. For any x # Tg and P-a.e. sample path g=[gn] of the random walk
(1, +) the sequence gnx converges in PMF to a limit F=F(g) # UE, and
the distribution of the limits F(g) is given by the measure &. If, in addition,
the measure + has a finite first moment  dT (o, go) +(g)< with respect
to the Teichmu ller distance (here o # Tg is an arbitrary reference point), then
the space (PMF, &) is the Poisson boundary of (1, +).
1.4. Invariant Markov Operators on Teichmu ller Space
Suppose now that one has assigned in a measurable way a probability
measure ?x to any point x # Tg . Then the family of measures ?x , x # Tg
determines a Markov chain on Tg with ?x being the distribution of points
where one can get from x in one step. Denote by Px the probability
measure in the space T Z+g of sample paths x=[x0 , x1 , ...] of this chain
corresponding to the initial distribution $x , x # Tg (i.e., the measure Px is
concentrated on sample paths which start from the point x0=x at time 0).
For an arbitrary _-finite initial distribution % (not necessarily a probability
one!) put P%= Px d%(x).
Fix a smooth reference 1-invariant Radon measure m on Tg (i.e.,
m(K )< for all compact sets K/Tg), and suppose that all transition
probabilities ?x are absolutely continuous with respect to m with densities
p(x, } ). We shall always assume that the transition probabilities ?x are
1-invariant (more rigorously, 1-equivariant), i.e.,
?#x=#?x \# # 1, x # Tg ,
which by 1-invariance of the measure m is equivalent to 1-invariance of
the transition densities p( } , } ). Then the transition Markov operator
Pf (x)=( f, ?x)=| f ( y) p(x, y) dm( y)
in the space L(Tg , m) is 1-invariant (i.e., commutes with the action of 1 ).
Since 1 acts on Tg properly discontinuously, and the measure m of points
from Tg with non-trivial stabilizers is zero, P is a covering Markov operator
in the sense of [Ka5] with the deck transformations group 1, i.e., there
exists a measurable ‘‘fundamental domain’’ X/Tg such that all its 1-trans-
lations are pairwise disjoint, and the complement of # #X in Tg has zero
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measure m (in the case g=2 instead of 1 one has to take its quotient 1 $
with respect to the two-element normal subgroup generated by the hyper-
elliptic involution).
Denote by Q the adjoint operator of P acting in the space of measures
on Tg . In probabilistic terms,
Q%(E )=P%[x1 # E], E/Tg ,
i.e., Q assigns to an initial distribution % the distribution of the position of
the Markov chain at time 1. Since P has absolutely continuous transition
probabilities, the operator Q preserves the type of the measure m
(moreover, Q%Om for any measure % on Tg) and acts in the space of den-
sities .=d%dm by the formula
Q.( y)=
dQ%
dm
( y)=| p(x, y) d%(x)=| .(x) p(x, y) dm(x). (1.3)
A measure % is called P-stationary (or, P-invariant), if Q%=%.
In the same way as for random walks on groups, one can define P-har-
monic functions and the Poisson boundary of the operator P. A function
f on Tg is called P-harmonic if Pf = f. Denote by P the Poisson boundary
of the operator P, i.e., the space of ergodic components of the shift in the
unilateral path space (T Z+g , Pm), and by bnd the corresponding projection
T Z+  P. By [&] denote the harmonic measure class on P, i.e., the class
of measures &%=bnd(P%), where % is a probability measure equivalent to m.
The Poisson boundary is endowed with a natural 1-action induced by the
action of 1 on the path space by coordinate-wise translations, and the har-
monic measure type [&] is invariant with respect to this action. For any
point x # Tg the harmonic measure &x=bnd(Px) is absolutely continuous
with respect to the type [&], and the Poisson formula
f (x)=( f , &x)
is an isometric isomorphism between the space H(P)=[ f # L(Tg , m) :
Pf = f ] of bounded measurable P-harmonic functions and the space
L(P, [&]) [Ka3, Ka5].
1.5. The Harnack Inequality and Discretization of Markov Operators
Furstenberg in his paper [Fu] (devoted to an application of probabi-
listic methods to rigidity problems) considered the Brownian motion on a
Riemannian symmetric space S and proved that if G is a lattice in the
corresponding semi-simple Lie group, then for any point o # S there exists
a probability measure + on G such that the harmonic measure &o of the
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point o on the Furstenberg boundary of the space S is +-stationary. In fact,
his argument required just recurrence of the Brownian motion on the
quotient space SG. Lyons and Sullivan [LS] noticed that Furstenberg’s
construction is applicable to the Brownian motion on an arbitrary covering
Riemannian manifold M provided the quotient manifold M is recurrent
(actually, they showed how it can be done even without any homogeneity
assumptions) and proved that the resulting random walk on the deck
transformations group G well approximates the original Brownian motion
in various senses. As it was later shown in [Ka2], this random walk also
has the same harmonic functions as the original Brownian motion: If f is
a bounded harmonic function of the LaplaceBeltrami operator on M , then
its restriction to the orbit Go$G is +-harmonic, every bounded +-harmonic
function can be uniquely obtained in this way, and this correspondence
is an isometry between the spaces of bounded harmonic functions on M
and G. On a measure-theoretical level it just means that the corresponding
Poisson boundaries are isomorphic as measure spaces [Ka5].
The main idea of this discretization procedure is to use the Harnack
inequality. In the Riemannian case it almost automatically follows from
boundedness of geometry of M . In probabilistic terms the Riemannian
Harnack inequality reflects the fact that the Brownian motion determined
by the Riemannian metric has continuous sample paths. In order to obtain
a Harnack inequality for discrete time Markov operators one has to
impose on the operator some locality and ‘‘bounded geometry’’ assump-
tions. We establish a Harnack inequality (Theorem 2.2) for discrete time
Markov operators on Teichmu ller space under several additional condi-
tions (P1)(P4), the most important of which are absolute continuity of
transition probabilities with respect to the smooth measure type on
Teichmu ller space and the ‘‘bounded range condition’’ (P3), i.e., existence
of a number R such that for any x # Tg the transition probability ?x is con-
centrated on the Teichmu ller ball of radius R around x.
Then we apply Theorem 2.2 for showing that the Poisson boundary of a
corecurrent invariant Markov operator on Teichmu ller space is the same as
of an appropriate random walk on the mapping class group (Theorem 3.2).
The proof is similar to the one given in [Ka2] in the Riemannian case (see
also [Ka5]). However, we had to make several modifications (and apply
some ideas from [LS]) as we use Theorem 3.2 not only for identifying the
Poisson boundary, but also for proving convergence of sample paths on Tg
in Thurston compactification (Theorems 4.1 and 4.3).
1.6. Concluding Remarks
There are several natural open questions connected with Markov
operators on Teichmu ller space.
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1. When is the harmonic measure type on the Thurston boundary
PMF singular with respect to the smooth measure type (cf. with the
results of this type for CartanHadamard manifolds [Le])?
2. What can one say about the space of all positive harmonic func-
tions of invariant Markov operators on Tg , or even about the correspond-
ing Martin compactification? Recall descriptions of the Martin boundary
for pinched CartanHadamard manifolds [AS] (more generally, for
Gromov hyperbolic spaces [An]) and for Riemannian symmetric spaces [Ol,
Gu]). Complicated geometry of Teichmu ller space leaves little hope for
any positive results in this direction (cf. [Ka6]).
3. Finally, what about such classic potential theory problems as
solvability of the Dirichlet problem (with respect to the Thurston compac-
tification) and Fatou-type theorems for harmonic functions on Teichmu ller
space (again cf. the corresponding results for CartanHadamard manifolds
and Gromov hyperbolic Spaces [AS, An])?
The end of proof is denoted by the sign G. On several occasions we had
to subdivide proofs into separate claims, in which case the sign Q denotes
the end of the proof of each claim.
2. BALAYAGE AND THE HARNACH INEQUALITY
For a measurable set V/Tg with m(V), m(+ V ){0 (here + V=Tg"V is
the complement of V ) denote by 4=4V the balayage operator of the set
V which assigns to an initial distribution % the distribution of the first exit
point of the Markov chain determined by the operator P from V, i.e.,
4%(E )=P%[x{ # E],
where
{(x)={+ V (x)=min[n0 : xn # + V]
is the time of the first exit from V. The measure 4% is called the balayage
of the measure %. Note that we define balayage for all measures on Tg , not
only for those supported on V; if %(V )=0, then by definition 4%=%. In
general the total mass &4%& of the measure 4% can be less than the total
mass of % (if the measure P% of those sample paths which never leave V
is non-zero). However, if the set + V is recurrent in the sense that
Pm -a.e. sample path eventually hits + V, then &4%&=&%& for any measure
% on T.
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Denote by PV the sub-Markov operator with the state space V obtained
by restricting P to V, so that it has the transition densities
pV (x, y)={p(x, y),0,
if x, y # V;
otherwise.
Then P&PV is also a sub-Markov operator. In terms of the adjoint
operators Q and QV the result of applying the balayage operator 4 to a
measure % living on V can be expressed as
4%= :

n=0
(Q&QV) QnV %=(Q&QV) :

n=0
QnV%
(each term (Q&QV) QnV % in this sum corresponds to staying in V for the
first n steps and exiting to + V at the time n+1). Hence, we have
Lemma 2.1. If there is a constant H such that
:

n=0
QnV%1H :

n=0
QnV%2
for two measures %1 , %2 on V, then
4%1H4%2 .
If &4%&=1 for a probability measure % on Tg , i.e., P% -a.e. sample path
eventually leaves the set V, then the harmonic measures &% and &4% on the
Poisson boundary coincide (this is so because 4% is the distribution of the
first exit point x({+ V) determined by the Markov stopping time {+ Vsee
[Ka3]). In particular, if the set + V is recurrent, then the values on V of
any bounded P-harmonic function can be recovered from its values on + V
by the formula
f (x)=( f , &x) =( f , &4$x)=( f, 4$x) . (2.1)
Let
{1(x)=min {n>0 : xn # \ V=,
{k+1(x)=min {n>{k : xn # \ V= ,
be the times when a sample path x=[xn] hits the set + V, then [x{k] are
sample paths of the induced chain on + V corresponding to the operator
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P+ V with transition probabilities 4?x , x # + V. The Poisson boundaries of
the operators P and P+ V are isomorphic; for any bounded P-harmonic
function its restriction to + V is P+ V-harmonic, and, conversely, any bounded
P+ V-harmonic function uniquely extends to a P-harmonic function on T by
the formula (2.1) [Ka3].
Below we shall impose on the measure m and the transition densities
p( } , } ) the following additional conditions.
(P1) There exist =, $>0 such that mB(x, =)>$ \x # Tg .
(P2) There exists a constant C such that p(x, y)C \x, y # Tg .
(P3) There exists R>0 such that p(x, y)=0 whenever dT (x, y)>R.
(P4) There exist c>0 and r1 , r2 with 0r1<r2R, r2&r14= such
that p(x, y)c whenever r1dT (x, y)r2 .
Here (P1) and (P2) can be considered as ‘‘bounded geometry’’ conditions,
(P3) is a bounded range condition, and (P4) is an irreducibility condition.
Note that condition (P4) implies that mB(x, =)1c for all x # Tg . An
analysis of the arguments below shows that condition (P4) could be
significantly relaxed. Moreover, Theorem 2.2 uses conditions (P1)(P4)
only locally, so that for proving Theorem 3.2 it is just sufficient to have
conditions (P1)(P4) satisfied on a big compact subset (and its transla-
tions) in Tg only. However, the bounded range condition (P3) has to be
satisfied for all points x # Tg for proving the moment estimates in
Theorem 4.2 (although it can be replaced with a weaker uniform first
moment condition, cf. [KW]). The constants =, $, c, C, r1 , r2 , R from con-
ditions (P1)(P4) will be used through the rest of this Section without
further notice.
Theorem 2.2 (Harnack inequality). Let P be a 1-invariant Markov
operator on Tg satisfying the conditions (P1)(P4). For a point o # Tg and a
number M>0 denote by 4 the balayage operator of the ball V=B(o, M+R )
of radius M+R centered at o. Then there exists a constant H>0 depending
on M and the constants from conditions (P1)(P4) such that
4$xH4$y \x, y # B(o, M ).
For convenience we shall first prove the following auxiliary statements.
Lemma 2.3. There is a number N=N(M+R ) such that for any two
points z, z # B(o, M+R ) there exists a chain of points z=z0 , z1 , ..., zN=z in
Tg with the property that
dT (zi , zi+1)=(r1+r2)2=r \i=0, 1, ..., N&1
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and
dT (zi , o)M+R&= \i=0, 2, ..., N&1. (2.2)
Proof. It takes at most [(M+R )r] steps of length r to attain a point
z$ # B(o, r) by moving from z to o along the Teichmu ller geodesic segment
[z, o] (here [ } ] is the integer part). Then by continuity of the function
x [ dT (z$, x) on the sphere S(o, r) it takes at most 2 steps to attain o from
z$. Concatenating the chains joining z and z with o we obtain that one
can get from z to z in not more than 2[(M+R )r]+4 steps. As we want
all chains to have the same length, we can further add to any such
chain 2 segments [o, x], [x, o] or 3 segments [o, x], [x, x$], [x$, o] with
x, x$ # S(o, r), dT (x, x$)=r several times until we get a chain of length
N=2[(M+R )r]+6. The chain obtained in this way satisfies condition
(2.2), because =<r<R&= by (P4). K
Lemma 2.4. If d(x0 , y0)=r, and % is a measure on Tg such that
d%dm1 on B(x0 , =), then dQ %dm>c$ on B( y0 , =).
Proof. Since
|dT (x, y)&r|2= \x # B(x0 , =), y # B( y0 , =),
by formula (1.3) and by conditions (P1), (P4) for any y # B( y0 , =)
dQ%
dm
( y)=| p(x, y)
d%
dm
(x) dm(x)cmB(x0 , =)c$. K
Proof of Theorem 2.2. First notice that by condition (P3) the measure
Q$x is supported on V for any x # B(o, M ), so that 4$x=4Q$x . Now, by
Lemma 2.1 it is sufficient to prove that for any x # B(o, M ) the density of
the measure ( QnV) Q$x with respect to the restriction mV of the measure
m to V is uniformly bounded from below and from above.
By condition (P4) there exists an =-ball in V such that the density of the
measure Q$x is at least c on this ball, Take the number N from Lemma 2.3,
then Lemma 2.4 applied to the operator QV implies that c(c$)N is a lower
bound of the density of the measure QNV Q$x with respect to the measure
mV .
For obtaining an upper bound note that the operator QV (the adjoint
operator of the sub-Markov operator PV introduced in the beginning of
this Section) also acts on the space L(mV), and
&QV &ess sup pV (x, y) m(V)Cm(V ). (2.3)
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The transition densities pnV of the operators P
n
V satisfy the relation
pn+kV (x, y)=| pkV (x, z) pnV (z, y) dm(z) \n, k1,
so that
ess sup pn+kV (x, y)ess sup p
n
V (x, y) \n, k1. (2.4)
Moreover, there exists a constant k0 and a number :>0 such that
| pk0V (x, z) dm(z)1&: \x # V
(cf. the proofs of Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4). Hence,
ess sup pn+k0V (x, y)(1&:) ess sup p
n
V (x, y) \n1. (2.5)
Formulas (2.4) and (9.5) imply that ess sup pnV (x, y) decays exponentially
on n. Thus, by (2.3) &QnV& also decays exponentially, hence
"d( Q
n
V) Q$x
dm " : &QnV& "
dQ$x
dm " C : &QnV &<.
Note that the convergence &QnV&  0 implies that the set + V is
recurrent. K
Remark. In fact, Theorem 2.2 holds for an arbitrary metric space
satisfying the property formulated in Lemma 2.3. In particular, it applies to
geodesic random walks on Riemannian manifolds with bounded geometry.
3. DISCRETIZATION OF CORECURRENT MARKOV OPERATORS
By m denote the measure on the moduli space Mg=Tg 1 which is the
image of the restriction of the measure m to any fundamental domain in Tg
under the projection x [ x from Tg to Mg . Since the transition densities of
the operator P are 1-invariant, the projection [x 0 , x 1 , ...] of the Markov
chain [x0 , x1 , ...] from Tg to Mg is also a Markov chain with transition
densities with respect to the measure m
p (x , y )= :
# # 1
p(x, #y),
where x, y # Tg are inverse images of the points x , y # Mg . The correspond-
ing quotient Markov operator P on L(Mg , m ) can be identified with the
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restriction of the operator P to the subspace of 1-invariant functions in
L(Tg , m) [Ka5]. By P x denote the probability measure in the path space
of the quotient Markov chain [x 0 , x 1 , ...] with the initial distribution con-
centrated at a point x .
By Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 the operator P is irreducible, i.e., there are
no non-trivial sets E/Mg such that the characteristic function 1E #
L(Mg , m ) is P -harmonic (cf. an analogous resuit for geodesic random
walks on Riemannian manifolds [Su]). Thus, either for any measurable set
E/Mg with 0<m (E )< and any x # Mg the probability P x of visiting
the set E is strictly less than 1, or any measurable set E/Mg with
m (E )>0 is recurrent (Hopf ’s dichotomy). In the latter case the operator P
and the corresponding Markov chain are called Harris recurrent [Fo],
[Kr], [Re] (recall that P is always assumed to have absolutely continuous
with respect to m transition probabilities). In this situation we shall say
that the covering operator P (and the corresponding Markov chain) is
corecurrent. If P is Harris recurrent, then there exists a unique (up to a
constant) P -stationary measure * on Mg absolutely continuous with
respect to m . If the measure * is finite, then the operator P is called
positively Harris recurrent. Denote by * the (P-stationary) lift of the
measure * to Tg .
Lemma 3.1. Under conditions (P1)(P4), if the quotient operator P is
Harris recurrent, then the P -stationary measure * on Mg is a Radon measure.
Proof. As it follows from Lemma 2.3 and conditions (P1), (P4) (see the
proof of Lemma 2.4), for any R>0 there exists a number :=:(R ) such
that
d*
dm
(x):*B( y, =) \o # Tg , x, y # B(o, R ).
In particular, the derivative d*dm is positive m-a.e. Since d*dm is a.e.
finite, the above inequality also implies that *B( y, =)< for any y # Tg , so
that * is a Radon measure (because all balls in Tg are compact). K
The following Theorem uses a discretization procedure first suggested by
Furstenberg [Fu] for diffusion processes (see also [LS]). The fact that this
procedure leads to a discrete space Markov chain with the same Poisson
boundary as the original process was proved in [Ka2]. Here we have
to consider a discrete time Markov operator on Tg , so that the results
from [Fu, LS, Ka2] are not applicable directly. However, the Harnack
inequality from Theorem 2.2 (used instead of the usual elliptic Harnack
inequality) allows us to proceed with the discretization (see also [Ka5]).
We have to elaborate this procedure a little bit further as we want to use
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it not only for establishing coincidence of the Poisson boundaries, but also
for deducing convergence of sample paths on Tg from the corresponding
result about random walks on 1 (see Section 4).
Theorem 3.2. Let P be a 1-invariant Markov operator on Tg satisfying
conditions (P1)(P4). If the quotient operator P is Harris recurrent, then for
any point o # Tg with trivial stabilizer in 1 there exists a probability measure
+ on 1 such that the Poisson boundary P of the operator P with the har-
monic measure &o is isomorphic as a measure 1-space to the Poisson bound-
ary P+ of the random walk (1, +). For any bounded P-harmonic function on
Tg its restriction to the orbit 1o $1 is a bounded +-harmonic function, and,
conversely, any bounded +-harmonic function can be uniquely extended from
the orbit 1o to a bounded P-harmonic function on Tg .
Proof. The proof will consist of several steps. First we describe a con-
struction of the measure +, and then show coincidence of the Poisson
boundaries P and P+ .
1. Construction of the Measure +. We begin by choosing a constant
M and a measurable set E/B(o, M ) such that m(E )>0, and all transla-
tions #E, # # 1 are pairwise disjoint. Let x [ #(x) be the map from 1E to
1 uniquely determined by the condition x # #(x)E. Now for every point
x # Tg we shall construct a probability measure +x on the group 1 in such
a way that the harmonic measure &x on P satisfies the relation
&x= :
# # 1
+x(#) &#o= :
# # 1
+x(#) #&o . (3.1)
We do it by an iterative construction described below. Namely, we con-
struct a sequence %k=%xk of measures on Tg and a sequence $k=$
x
k of
measures on 1o$1 such that
(i) &%0=&x ;
(ii) &%k=&%k+1+&$k+1 \k0;
(iii) &%k &  0.
Thus, we begin with the harmonic measure &x=&%0 , and at each step we
single out a part of it which can be replaced with the harmonic measure of
a distribution (denoted $k+1) concentrated on 1o$1. Condition (iii) says
that finally the whole measure &x will be exhausted. The resulting measure
+x= :
k1
$xk
then clearly has the property (3.1).
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Denote by 4 the balayage operator of the set V=B(o, M+R ), and let
|=4$o . Put
%0={$x ,#|,
x  1o ;
x=#o.
In other words, if x=#o belongs to the orbit 1o, then %0 is the balayage
of the measure $x=#$o to + #V; otherwise, %0=$x . Clearly, this choice of
%0 satisfies condition (i) above. The reason why if x=#o we take %0=#|
rather than %0=$x should become clear in the course of the proof.
Now we define the iterative procedure. Since m(E )>0 and the quotient
operator P is Harris recurrent, the set 1E is recurrent for the operator P.
Hence, we can balayage the measure %k to 1E. Denote the resulting
measure on 1E by !k+1 , and denote by !#k+1 , # # 1 the restrictions of !k+1
to the translations #E, # # 1, so that !k+1=# !#k+1 , and
&%k=&!k+1= :
# # 1
&!#k+1 .
Let ‘#k+1=#4#
&1!#k+1 be the balayage of the measure !
#
k+1 to the set + #V,
then
&‘ #k+1=&!#k+1 \# # 1,
and
&%k= :
# # 1
&‘#k+1 .
As it follows from Theorem 2.2, for any # # 1,
‘#k+1
&‘#k+1&

1
H
#|,
thus if we put
$k+1(#)=
&‘#k+1&
H
=
&!#k+1&
H
,
then all measures
%#k+1=‘
#
k+1&$k+1(#) #|
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are non-negative. Let
%k+1= :
# # 1
%#k+1 ,
then, since &|=&o by definition of the measure | (so that &#|=&#o=#&o for
any # # 1 ), we have
&%k+1=:
#
&‘ #k+1&:
#
$k+1(#) #&|
=:
#
&!#k+1&:
#
$k+1(#) #&o
=&%k&&$k+1 ,
and condition (ii) is satisfied. Finally, by the construction
&%k+1&=(1&1H ) &%k&,
so that the total masses &%k& decay exponentially, and condition (iii) is
also satisfied.
Clearly, all measures +x are supported on the whole group 1. Note also
that the construction is 1-equivariant, so that
+#x=#+x \# # 1, x # Tg .
2. Coincidence of the Poisson Boundaries. The fact that the restric-
tion of any bounded P-harmonic function from Tg to the orbit 1o$1 is
a +-harmonic function for the measure +=+o follows from formula (3.1).
Indeed, if f is a bounded P-harmonic function, then by the Poisson formula
there exists a bounded measurable function f on the Poisson boundary P
such that
f (x)=( f , &x) \x # Tg .
By (3.1) the measure &=&o is +-stationary, i.e., &=# +(#) #&. Thus, for any
# # 1
f (#o)=( f , #&) =:
#$
+(#$) ( f , ##$&)=:
#$
+(#$) f (##$o).
Note that this statement is in fact equivalent to saying that the harmonic
measure &o of the point o on the Poisson boundary of the operator P is
+-stationary, so that for any other point o${o the restriction of any bounded
P-harmonic function to the orbit 1o$ is +-harmonic (under the identifica-
tion # W #o$) iff the harmonic measure &o$ is +-stationary for the same
measure +. Except for some special situations [Ka5], there is no reason for
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this to be true (although, of course, the measure &o$ is +$-stationary for the
corresponding measure +$ obtained by taking o$ as the reference point in
the above construction). Even if o$ belongs to the 1-orbit of o, the measure
&o$ does not have to be +-stationary. Indeed, if o$= go, g # 1, then
+-stationarity of &o means that
&o$= g&o= g :
#
+(#) #&=:
#
+(g) g#g&1&o$ ,
i.e., that &o$ is stationary with respect to the measure +$= g+g&1 obtained
from + conjugating it by g (in fact, +$ is exactly the measure obtained from
the above discretization construction for the reference point o$ instead
of o).
Now we want to show that, conversely, for any bounded +-harmonic
function f on the orbit 1o$1 its extension to Tg by the formula
f (x)=:
#
+x(#) f (#o)
is P-harmonic.
We shall prove this statement by constructing a sequence of Markov
operators connecting the operator P with the operator P+ of the random
walk (1, +), and such that the Poisson boundaries of any two consecutive
operators in this sequence coincide (this argument will also give another
proof of the fact that the restriction of any bounded P-harmonic function
to 1o is +-harmonic).
First we have to reformulate the iterative process from the first part of
the proof in terms of Markov stopping times. This process includes
balayages, for which such reformulation is straightforward, and subtracting
from the measures ‘#k+1 the measures (&‘
#
k+1 &H ) #|. The latter operation
can be realized by introducing a new random variable : uniformly dis-
tributed on [0,1] and independent of all the rest, and stopping the process
when : does not exceed the RadonNikodym derivative of the measure
(&‘#k+1 &H ) #| with respect to the measure ‘
#
k+1 .
For a sample path x=[xn] let
S0(x)={0,min[n>0; xn # + #V],
x  1o;
x=#o,
and we define inductively
Rk+1(x)=min[nSk (x) : xn # 1E],
#k+1(x)=#(xR k+1) # 1,
Sk+1(x)=min[n>Rk+1(x) : xn # + #k+1V].
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For a pair of points y # E, z # + V let
2( y, z)=
d|
d4 $y
(z)
be the RadonNikodym derivative of the measure |=4$o with respect to
the measure 4$y evaluated at the point z, and let
2(#; y, z)=2(#&1y, #&1z)=
d#|
d#4#&1$y
(z), # # 1, y # #E, z # \ #V
be the RadonNikodym derivative at the point z of the measure #| with
respect to the balayage of the measure $y to + #V.
Take a sequence of i.i.d. random variables :=[:n]n0 which are inde-
pendent of the chain [xn] and have Lebesgue measure \ on the interval [0,
1] as their common distribution. Formally, it means that from now on we
pass from the original path space (T Z+g , Px) to its product with the measure
space ([0, 1]Z+, \Z+), where \Z+ is the infinite product of measures \
indexed by the set Z+ . Denote the product measure Px \Z+ on
(Tg_[0, 1])Z+ by P x . The measure P x corresponds to the initial distribu-
tion $x \ in the sjpace of the sample paths (x, :) of the Markov operator
P f (x, :)=| | f ( y, ;) d?x( y) d\(;)
whose transition probabilities ?x \ do not depend on the [0, 1]-component.
Define
T0(x, :)=0,
and for m0 by induction
Tm+1(x, :)=min{k>Tm : :Sk< 1H 2(#k , xR k , xSk)=
(as 2(#k , xRk , xSk)1H by Theorem 2.2, the times Tm are a.e. finite).
Claim 1. The measures +x constructed in the first part of the proof can
be presented as
+x(#)=P x[#T1=#]. (3.2)
Indeed, by definition of the stopping time S0 the distribution of xS0 coin-
cides with the measure %0 . Now we shall prove by induction that %k is the
distribution of xSk restricted to the set [T1>k] (by ‘‘restricted’’ we mean
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here that %k is the image under the map (x, :) [ xSk of the restriction
of the measure P x to the set [T1>k]), and $k is the distribution of #k
restricted to the set [T1=k]. As +x= $k , the latter will imply (3.2).
Suppose we have already proved this assertion for %k and $k . Then the
stopping time Rk+1 corresponds to the balayage of the measure %k to the
set 1E, so that the distribution of xR k+1 restricted to the set [T1>k] is
the measure !k+1=# !#k+1 . After that the stopping time Sk+1 corresponds to
the balayage of each of the measures !#k+1 from the corresponding set #E
to the set + #V, so that the distribution of xSk+1 restricted to the set
[T1>k] is # ‘#k+1 . Now the definition of the stopping times Tm means
that given xRk+1 and xSk+1 , we have T1=k+1 with the conditional prob-
ability 2(#k+1 , xRk+1 , xSk+1)H which is the RadonNikodym derivative of
the measure #k+1|H with respect to the measure #k+14#&1k+1 $xR k+1
evaluated at xSk+1 .
In order to find the unconditional probability of the event [T1=k+1]
we have to integrate these conditional probabilities with respect to the con-
ditions. Here we condition by xR k+1 and xSk+1 , so that we have to integrate
first with respect to the conditional distribution of xSk+1 conditioned by
xR k+1 , and then with respect to the unconditional distribution of xR k+1 . As
the measure #k+14#&1k+1 $xR k+1 is precisely the conditional distribution of
xSk+1 provided xR k+1 is fixed, the result of the first integration is the
measure #k+1|H for any xRk+1 (i.e., it depends only on #k+1=#(xRk+1)).
Thus, the second integration with respect to xRk+1 just reduces to multiply-
ing the measures #|H by the probability that #k+1 takes a given value #,
the latter being exactly &!#k+1&. So, we obtain that the distribution of #k+1
(resp., xSk+1) restricted to the set [T1=k+1] is $k+1 (resp.,  $k+1(#) #|),
and that the remaining measure %k+1 is the distribution of Sk+1 restricted
to the set [T1>k+1]. Q
In defining the measures +x we had to use two stopping times Rk and Sk ,
both of which are Markov. However, the definition of Sk includes the posi-
tion xR k of the Markov chain [xn] at the time Rk . If we want to use for-
mula (2.1) for proving coincidence of the Poisson boundaries, we have to
extend the original Markov chain [xn] by adding a component x$n which
keeps track of the positions xR k until the moment Sk is attained. The
second component xn of the extended chain [(x$n , xn)] on Tg_Tg coincides
with the original chain on Tg , whereas the first component x$n once in 1E
remains unchanged until the second component leaves the set #(x$n) V;
otherwise x$n=xn . In other words, paths [xn] of the original chain deter-
mine paths [(x$n , xn)] of the extended chain by the formula
x$n={xRk ,xn ,
Rk<nSk ;
otherwise.
(3.3)
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The transition probabilities of the extended chain are
$x$ ?x , if x$ # 1E, x # #(x$)V;
{$x?x , if x$ # 1E, x # \#(x$)V & 1E;diag ?x , otherwise.
Claim 2. All sequences of random variables in the succession
[xn] w
1 [(x$n , xn)] w
2 [x$n , xn , :n)]
w3 [(xR Tm , xSTm , :STm)] w
4 [xSTm] w
5 [#Tm]. (3.4)
are Markov chains, and all these Markov chains have the same (in a
natural sense to be specified in each case) bounded harmonic functions,
hence, the same Poisson boundary.
We shall consider transformations in (3.4) step by step.
1. As we have just seen, the chain [(x$n , xn)] is Markov. As the set
V is relatively compact, + 1V is a recurrent set for the chain [xn], and
diag + 1V is a recurrent set for the chain [(x$n , xn)]. By definition of
[(x$n , xn)] the corresponding induced chains on + 1V and diag + 1V are
isomorphic, so that by formula (2.1) the chains [xn] and [(x$n , xn)] also
have the same Poisson boundary. In particular, all harmonic functions of
the chain [(x$n , xn)] depend on the second component only.
Another explanation of why [xn] and [(x$n , xn)] has the same Poisson
boundary can be obtained by using directly the definition of the Poisson
boundary as the space of ergodic components of the time shift in the path
space. Indeed, formula (3.3) states an isomorphism of the measure spaces
of sample paths of the chains [xn] and [(x$n , xn)]. As the chain [xn] is a
quotient of the chain [(x$n , xn)], its Poisson boundary must be a quotient
of the Poisson boundary of [(x$n , xn)]. On the other hand, if two paths
[xn] and [ yn] are trajectory equivalent for the shift in the path space, i.e.,
if there exist integers n1 , n2 such that xn1+n= yn2+n \n0, then the corre-
sponding paths [(x$n , xn)] and [( y$n , yn)] are also equivalent (for, with
probability 1, there exists an arbitrarily large N such that xN # + 1V, and
for any such N all stopping times Rk , Sk>N are determined by the posi-
tions xn , nN only).
2. This transformation consists in adding a sequence of i.i.d. random
variables [:n] independent of [xn] (hence, of [(x$n , xn)]). As the transition
probabilities of the chain [(x$n , xn , :n)] do not depend on the :-compo-
nent, the chain [(x$n , xn , :n)] has the same harmonic functions and the
same Poisson boundary as the chain [(x$n , xn)].
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3. This step consists in passing to the induced chain on the recurrent
subset
A={(x$, x, :) : x$ # 1E, x # \ #(x$) V, :< 1H 2(#(x$), x$, x)= (3.5)
which again does not change the Poisson boundary by (2.1).
4. The transition probabilities ?$x$, x, : of the chain obtained on step 3
depend only on the component x of the triple (x$, x, :); denote their projec-
tions to the x-component by ?$x . Then clearly [xSTm] is a Markov chain
with transition probabilities ?$x , and all (?$x$, x, :)-harmonic functions F have
the form F(x$, x, :)= f (x), where f is a (?$x)-harmonic function on Tg .
5. As we have shown in the proof of Claim 1, the transition
probabilities ?$x are convex combinations of translations of the measure |:
?$x=:
#
+x(#) #| (3.6)
On the other hand,
+=+o=| +x d|(x)
because we construct + by the balayage beginning with | while +x is con-
structed from $x for all x # Tg "1o, and the balayage of | is the integral
with respect to | of the balaye e measures of $x (clearly, |(1o)=0). (The
latter formula is the reason why in the definition of the measures +x we had
to treat the points from the orbit 1o differently.) Then
| ?$x d|(x)=:
#
+(#) #|,
i.e., the result of applying the transition probabilities ?$x to the measure |
is a sum of translations #| with weights +(#). This fact alone is sufficient
to show that there is a natural isomorphism between the spaces of bounded
(?$x)-harmonic functions and bounded +-harmonic functions on 1. How-
ever, for our further purposes we shall also exhibit explicitly the corre-
sponding random walk (namely, the sequence [#Tm]).
A one-to-one correspondence between bounded (?$x)-harmonic functions
f on Tg and bounded +-harmonic functions f on 1 is given by the formula
f (#)=( f, #|) .
Indeed, let f be (?$x)-harmonic. Then for any x
f (x)=( f, ?$x) =:
#
+x(#)( f, #|)=:
#
+x(#) f (#),
whence integrating by x with respect to the measure | we get that f is
+-harmonic at the identity e. By 1-invariance of the Markov operators
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involved it implies that f is +-harmonic. Conversely, let . be a +-harmonic
function on 1, and define
f (x)=:
#
+x(#) .(#).
Then we have
f (e)=( f, |) =:
#
.(#) | +x(#) d|(x)=:
#
.(#) +(#)=.(e),
so that once again by 1-invariance
f (#)=( f, #|)=.(#) \# # 1.
Returning to the definition of f yields
f (x)=:
#
+x(#) .(#)=:
#
+x(#) f (#)=:
#
+x(#)( f, #|)
which means that f is harmonic with respect to the transition probabilities
?$x= +x(#) #|.
In terms of the stopping times RTm and STm we have that provided xR Tm
is fixed, the conditional distribution of xSTm is #Tm | and depends on
#Tm=#(xR Tm) only (see the proof of Claim 1), hence, the distribution of xSTm
conditioned by #Tm is #Tm |. Thus, again by Claim 1, for a given #Tm the
conditional distribution of #Tm+1=#(xRTm+1) is
| #Tm +x d|(x)=#Tm +.
It implies that [#Tm] is the random walk on 1 governed by the measure +,
i.e., the increments #&1Tm #Tm+1 are independent and +-distributed. Since #T1
has distribution +x, the distribution of #Tm , m>1 is +
x+m&1 , where +m&1
is the (m&1)-fold convolution of the measure +. In particular, if we start
from the point x=o, then e, #T1 , #T2 , ... is the random walk governed by the
measure + and starting from the identity of 1.
As the conditional distribution of xSTm conditioned by #Tm is #Tm |, we
also have that the chain [(x$n , xn , :n)] is up to a group translation renewed
at times STm , i.e., its further behavior depends on #Tm only. As the transition
probabilities ?$x$, x, : are 1-invariant, it implies, in particular, that the dif-
ferences between stopping times ST2&ST1 , ST3&ST2 , ... are i.i.d. random
variables (in the case x0 # 1o we can also add to this sequence the dif-
ference ST1&S0). Q
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Going backwards along the sequence (3.4) we see that a bounded func-
tion f on Tg is P-harmonic if and only if it is (?$x)-harmonic. Finally, since
| is the balayage of the measure $o to + V, we have
f (#o)=( f, #|) = f (#) \# # 1.
Remarks. 1. As we have already mentioned, in the case g=2 the
hyperelliptic involution #0 # 1 fixes every point in T2 , and P is a covering
Markov operator with the deck group 1 $=1[e, #0]. Thus, in this situa-
tion Theorem 3.2 will provide a measure +$ on 1 $ such that the Poisson
boundary of the pair (1, +$) is isomorphic to the Poisson boundary of the
operator P. If + is any lift of the measure +$ to 1, then the pair (1, +) has
the same Poisson boundary as (1 $, +$), because 1 $ is the quotient of 1 with
respect to a finite normal subgroup [Ka5].
2. In fact, Theorem 3.2 (with the same proof) holds for an arbitrary
covering Markov operator satisfying a Harnack inequality. In particular, it
is also applicable to diffusion processes on the Teichmu ller space and to
geodesic random walls on covering Riemannian manifolds (see Remark
after Theorem 2.2).
4. CONVERGENCE AND THE POISSON BOUNDARY FOR
CORECURRENT MARKOV OPERATORS ON Tg
Now we shall apply Theorem 3.2 to proving convergence and identificat-
ing the Poisson boundary for corecurrent Markov operators on Tg .
Theorem 4.1. Let P be a 1-invariant Markov operator on Tg satisfying
conditions (P1)(P4). If the quotient operator P is Harris recurrent, then
there exists a unique family of probability measures *x , x # Tg on PMF
such that
*#x=#*x , \# # 1, x # Tg
and
*x=| *y d?x( y) \x # Tg . (4.1)
The measures *x are pairwise equivalent and concentrated on UE.
Proof. First note that such a system of measures [*x], x # Tg is
uniquely determined just by the measure *o (and its translations *#o=#*o).
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Indeed, the stationarity property (4.1) implies that for any continuous func-
tion f on PMF the integrals
f (x)=( f , *x)
give a P-harmonic function f on Tg . By Theorem 3.2 f is uniquely deter-
mined by its values on the orbit 1o. In other words, it means that for any
given point x # Tg the integral ( f , *x) is uniquely determined by the integrals
( f , #*o) , i.e., the measure *x is uniquely determined by the measure *o .
Let now +x, x # Tg be the probability measures on 1 constructed in
Theorem 3.2, +=+o, and & be the unique +-stationary measure on PMF.
Put
*x= :
# # 1
+x(#) #&. (4.2)
Then for any function f # C(PMF) the Poisson integral
f (#o)=( f , #&)
is a +-harmonic function on 1o$1, which by Theorem 3.2 extends to a
P-harmonic function by the formula
f (x)=:
#
+x(#) f (#o).
Thus, for any function f # C(PMF) we have
( f , *x) = f (x)=| f ( y) d?x( y)=| ( f , *y) d?x( y),
so that the system of measures (4.2) has the stationarity property (4.1).
Conversely, condition (4.1) implies that for any function f # C(PMF)
the Poisson integral
f (x)=( f , *x)
is a P-harmonic function. Again by Theorem 3.2 the restriction of f to the
orbit 1o, o # Tg is a +-harmonic function, so that for any f
( f , *o) =:
#
+(#)( f , #*o) ,
which implies that *o=# +(#) #*o , i.e., *o must coincide with the unique
+-stationary measure & on PMF by Theorem A. K
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By Theorems A and 3.2 the space PMF endowed with the system of
measures *x from Theorem 4.1 is a quotient of the Poisson boundary of the
operator P (the latter being isomorphic to the Poisson boundary of the
pair (1, +)) with respect to a certain 1-invariant partition. Note that,
however, this alone does not necessarily mean that the sample paths of the
chain on Tg converge a.e. in the Thurston compactification. An explicit
description of the map assigning to a sample path [xn] the corresponding
point in UE so far has to be based on the constructions from Theorem 3.2.
Theorem 4.2. Let P be a 1-invariant Markov operator on Tg satisfying
conditions (P1)(P4). If the quotient operator P is positively Harris
recurrent, then the measure + constructed in Theorem 3.2 has a finite first
moment # dT (o, #o) in Tg .
Proof. We shall use notations from Theorem 3.2. All Markov operators
in the sequence (3.4) are covering Markov operators with the deck group
1. Since the quotient operator P of the operator P is positively Harris
recurrent, all other quotient operators are also positively recurrent and
have uniquely determined (up to a constant) stationary measures. Denote
by *$ the stationary measure of the chain [x$n , xn , :n], and by * $ the
stationary measure of the corresponding quotient chain. Let * $A be the
restriction of the measure * $ to the projection A of the 1-invariant set A
(3.5) to Tg_Tg _[0, 1]1. By multiplying the measure *$ by a constant,
we may assume that &* $A &=1. Then, by (3.6), the projection of * $A onto the
second component in Tg_Tg_[0, 1]1 is the projection | of the measure
| to Mg=Tg 1. Since the transition probabilities of the induced chain on
A (and of its quotient on A ) depend only on the second component, we
obtain that E o(ST1&S0)=E o(STm+1&STm) coincides with the average of
the first return times to A with respect to the measure * $A . By the Kac for-
mula [CFS] the latter quantity coincides with &* $& and is finite. Thus, we
have shown that if P is positively Harris recurrent, then the i.i.d. random
variables ST1&S0 , ST2&ST1 , ST3&ST2 , ... have a finite first moment with
respect to the measure P o .
The measure + is the P o -distribution of #T1=#(xRT1). Thus, we have to
check that
E o dT (o, #(xRT1) o)<.
By the triangle inequality
dT (o, #(xRT1) o)dT (o, xSo)+dT (xS0 , xST1)+dT (xST1 , #(xRT1) o).
The first and the third terms in the right-hand side are uniformly bounded,
whereas finiteness of the expectation of the middle term follows from finite-
ness of E o(ST1&S0) and the bounded range condition (P3). K
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Theorem 4.3. Let P be a 1-invariant Markov operator on Tg satisfying
conditions (P1)(P4). If the quotient operator P is positively Harris
recurrent, then
(i) For any point x # Tg Px-a.e. sample path of the Markov chain
determined by the operator P converges to UE in the topology of the
Thurston compactification of Tg , and the corresponding limit distribution
coincides with the measure *x from Theorem 4.1.
(ii) The space PMF with the system of probability measures *x is
isomorphic to the Poisson boundary of the operator P.
Proof. (i) Since the measure + has a finite first moment, by the
Kingman subadditive ergodic theorem (e.g., see [De]) there exists a finite
number l (the linear rate of escape) such that for P-a.e. sample path
g=[gn] of the random walk (1, +) there exists the limit
lim
n  
dT (o, gno)
n
=l.
The number l is strictly positive, for, otherwise, the random walk (1, +)
would have had zero entropy
h(G, +)= lim
n  
H(+n)
n
,
hence, trivial Poisson boundary [KV] in contradiction with Theorem A.
By Claim 2 from the proof of Theorem 3.2, #Tm performs the random
walk (1, +), so that by Theorem A #Tm o converges to UE in the Thurston
compactification of Tg . Since ST1&S0 , ST2&ST1 , ... is a sequence of i.i.d.
random variables (see the proof of Theorem 3.2) with a finite first moment,
there exists a.e. a finite limit (the mean stopping time)
t= lim
m  
STm
m
=E o(ST1&S0).
Hence, we have that a.e.
n&STm(n)=o(n),
where
m(n)=max[m: STmn].
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Since the operator P has bounded range, it implies that a.e.
dT (xn , xSTm(n))=o(n).
As dT (xSTm(n) , #Tm(n) o) is uniformly bounded, we have that a.e.
dT (xn , #Tm(n) o)=o(n).
On the other hand, the sequence #Tm(n) o converges to UE, and the distance
from #Tm(n) o to o grows linearly on n. Thus by [KM, Lemma 1.4.2] the
sequence xn also converges to the same limit point from UE.
The corresponding limit distributions &x on UE coincide with the
measures *x from Theorem 4.1, because the measures &x obviously satisfy
the stationarity relations (4.1).
(ii). By Theorem 3.2 the Poisson boundary of the operator P is
isomorphic to the Poisson boundary of the random walk (1, +). As the
measure + has a finite first moment in Tg , by Theorem A the latter is the
space PMF with the measure *o , and we are done. K
Masur in [Ma] considered a geodesic random walk on Tg . Its transition
probabilities ?x are defined in the following way. Fix a positive number L.
Then from a point x # Tg we move along the Teichmu ller geodesic line with
a random direction (whose distribution is the normalized Lebesgue
measure on the sphere of the tangent space at x) to a new point x$ such
that the random distance dT (x, x$) is uniformly distributed between L and
L+1. By analyzing the train tracks decomposition along the sample paths
he proved the following result:
Theorem 4.4 [Ma]. For sufficiently large L almost all sample paths of
the geodesic random walk converge in the Thurston compactification of
Teichmu ller space Tg , and the corresponding limit distributions *x are con-
centrated on UE/PMF. Moreover, there exists a compact set 0/Tg ,
such that for all points x # 10 the expected first return times to 10 are
uniformly bounded.
Choose a smooth 1-invariant Radon measure m on Tg satisfying condi-
tion (P1). The geodesic random walk clearly satisfies condition (P3)
however, conditions (P2) and (P4) (directly connected with the differen-
tiability of the Teichmu ller ‘‘exponential map’’) are not known to be true.
Masur [Ma] showed that for any :>0 one can define the modified trans-
ition probabilities ?modx in such way that
(1) &?x&?modx &: \x # Tg ;
(2) The probabilities ?modx are 1-invariant and satisfy conditions
(P1)(P4);
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(3) Theorem 4.4 still holds for the modified geodesic random walk
determined by the transition probabilities ?modx .
Then Lemma 3.1 (which guarantees that m(0)< for the set 0 from
Theorem 4.4) in combination with uniform boundedness of first return
times to 10 (Theorem 4.4) implies that the 1-quotient of the modified
geodesic random walk is positively Harris recurrent (in particular, it is
ergodic, cf. [Su]). Thus, by Theorem 4.3 we get
Theorem 4.5. The Thurston boundary PMF with the family of
measures *x is the Poisson boundary of the modified geodesic random walk.
Remarks. 1. Theorem 4.3 gives a different proof than in [Ma] for the
convergence of the sample paths of the modified geodesic random walk in
the Thurston compactification.
2. We had to modify the transition probabilities of the geodesic ran-
dom walk in order to be able to construct a probability measure on 1 with
the same Poisson boundary and to use our description of the Poisson
boundary of random walks on 1. However, it seems feasible to apply the
entropy technique directly to the geodesic random walk for proving coin-
cidence of the Poisson boundary with PMF in the spirit of [Ka1] (see
also [Ka3]). We shall return to this problem elsewhere.
3. Theorems 4.1 and 4.3 also hold for invariant Markov operators
corresponding to diffusion processes on Tg . For Theorem 4.1 one needs
bounded geometry of the generating operator (which would guarantee the
Harnack inequality), and for Theorem 4.3 it is sufficient to demand
uniform boundedness of the first moments  dT (x, y) d?x( y) (which would
imply existence of a finite rate of escape lim dT (x0 , xn)n [Ka1])cf.
[Ka2]. For diffusion processes one can also prove Theorem 4.3 in a more
direct way (without using the discretization procedure) by using the
methods from [Ka1].
4. Theorem 4.1 was deduced from Theorem A by using only the
general discretization procedure given by Theorem 3.2, whereas the only
geometric property of Teichmu ller space used in the proof of Theorem 4.2
is the following ‘‘stability’’ of convergence in the Thurston compactification
[KM, Lemma 1.4.2]: If a sequence of points xn # Tg converges in the
Thurston compactification to a point F # UE, then yn  F for any sequence
on yn # Tg such that dT (x0 , xn)&dT (xn , yn)  . Thus, the above stability
property is sufficient for deducing convergence of sample paths of an
arbitrary covering operator from convergence of random walks on its deck
group (cf. the corresponding Remarks after Theorems 2.3 and 3.2). This
stability property holds for all Gromov hyperbolic spaces (in particular,
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for CartanHadamard manifolds with pinched sectional curvature), and
an analogue of Theorem A for discontinuous groups of isometries of
Gromov hyperbolic spaces was proved in [Ka4] (see also [Ka7]). So,
Theorems 4.1 and 4.3 also hold for invariant Markov operators on Gromov
hyperbolic spaces.
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